Sentencing Law
Fall 2016       Professor Douglas A. Berman

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Course Materials:
●  Sentencing Law & Policy: Cases, Statutes, and Guidelines (3d ed. 2013)
●  Class blog/website available at http://lsi.typepad.com/death_penalty_moritz/ 
●  (Optional/recommended) readings and materials available at http://sentencing.typepad.com 

	A course outline follows this memo, which should give you an overview of the topics we will be covering throughout the semester. 
								
Class Time and Participation:
●  Class meets each week Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday from 10:10am – 11am in Room 251
●  Attendance and engagement are essential; effective engagement requires preparation
●  During a few Friday afternoons later in semester, there will be movie showings 

	In class, I expect everyone to be prepared and ready to participate.  Voluntary participation (and attendance at movie showings) is highly encouraged and, as explained below, can significantly help your grade.  The movie showings will be in October and November at exact dates/times to be determined.  Snacks will be provided at the movie showings.
								
Papers/Exams and Grading:
●  You will write at least 2 “mini-papers” AND a final paper OR take-home exam
●  The “mini-papers” will be worth up to 20% of your grade
●  The final paper/take-home exam is due the last exam day; it will make up 55% of your grade
●  Class participation and blog engagement will count up to 25% of your final grade
●  Grades will conform to the College’s long-standing grade distribution policy

	Your final grade may be increased significantly on the basis of distinguished engagement throughout the semester.  “Distinguished engagement” relates to the quality and not the quantity of a student’s comments both in the classroom and on the blog.  Poor class participation will usually not result in significant lowering of one’s grade, unless a student disregards the rules regarding attendance, preparation and the expectation of regular engagement.
								
Finding Me:	
●  Room:   313   			●  E-mail:  Berman.43@osu.edu
●  Office Hours: Mondays from 3pm – 4pm, and by appointment 

	In addition to office hours, I will try to be available following class meetings.  You should also feel free to stop by my office at any time during the school day, though my availability can only be ensured with an appointment.  In the case of an absolute emergency, you may try to reach me at home (614-760-8734) if you cannot find me at the College.
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COURSE OUTLINE

I.	Introduction and Perspectives on Theory and Practice

	A.	Why Punish

	B.	Who Sentences



II.	Sentencing Discretion and System Design

	A.	Capital Punishment

	B.	Structured Sentencing Systems and Other Reforms


III.	Sentencing Inputs

	A.	The Crime

	B.	The Criminal


IV.	Sentencing Procedures

	A.	Constitutional Requirements

	B.	Procedural Realities



V.	Sentencing Outputs	
			
	A.	Prison					

	B.	Non-Prison 

